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Abstract: Together with the emerging popularity of big data in numerous studies, increasing
theoretical discussions of the challenges and limitations of such data sources exist. However, there is
a clear research gap in the empirical comparison studies on different data sources. The goal of this
paper is to use “attractiveness” as a medium to examine the similarity and differences of Social media
data (SMD) and survey data in academic research, based on a case study of the Beijing Olympic Forest
Park, in Beijing, China. SMD was extracted from two social media platforms and two surveys were
conducted to assess the attractiveness of various locations and landscape elements. Data collection,
keyword extraction and keyword prioritization were used and compared in the data gathering and
analysis process. The findings revealed that SMD and survey data share many similarities. Both data
sources confirm that natural ambience is more appreciated than cultural elements, particularly the
naturalness of the park. Spaces of practical utility are more appreciated than facilities designed to
have cultural meanings and iconic significance. Despite perceived similarities, this study concludes
that SMD exhibits exaggerated and aggregated bias. This resulted from the intrinsic character of
SMD as volunteered and unstructured data selected through an emotional process rather than from a
rational synthesis. Exciting events were reported more often than daily experiences. Reflecting upon
the strength and weakness of SMD and survey data, this study would recommend a combined
landscape assessment process, which first utilizes SMD to build up an assessment framework, then
applies conventional surveys for supplementary and detailed information. This would ultimately
result in comprehensive understanding.

Keywords: social media data; survey data; research methods; landscape attractiveness; Beijing
Olympic Forest Park

1. Introduction

Recently, the emergence of big data has apparently brought new opportunities for landscape
research and urban studies. By providing enormous and cost-effective data beyond expensive and
labor-intensive on-site observations and surveys, big data have the potential to change the way
research is conducted in understanding the surrounding environment and society. Social media
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data (SMD) is one type of new data source under the umbrella of big data, which is of high
volume, variety and velocity [1]. In the United States and Europe, dominant platforms such
as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Pinterest provide the SMD source; while in China the most
common SMD platforms include Sina Microblog (www.webo.com), Tencent Wechat (weixin.qq.com),
Dazhongdianping (www.dianping.com) and mafengwo (www.mafengwo.cn).

While users can provide comments, share information and communication through these
platforms, they also record geo-located information and personal and commutation information, which
can be further analyzed. SMD data is often unstructured and can be either textual (direct language
and comments) or non-textual (pictures, videos or audio). Capable of reflecting users’ emotion
and opinions, SMD has been widely used in a series of studies from different perspectives, such as
understanding disasters, demonstrating temporal and spatial patterns of happiness [2], revealing
thematic characteristics of places and the meaning of specific locations [3], tracing the patterns of
tourists in the city [4] as well as in natural settings [5], depicting urban activities [6] and traffic
behaviors [7] and presenting cultural ecosystem services [8]. Photos on Panoramio or other imagery
data can be used to visualize environmental perceptions in novel ways [9], including urban perception
at a global scale and green urban impressions in Shanghai and Tokyo [10]. The topics and the extent of
studies based on SMD have expanded drastically in recent years.

Beyond the popularity of applying SMD and other big data sources in varied research, there are
increasing theoretical discussions on the challenges of such data. Scholars from assorted fields have
started to ask, “Does big data mean big knowledge?” [11] and “Do the ends justify the means?” [12].
Big data can be “thin data” that only capture the facts but not the context of facts, while small data
surveys can provide “thick data” with an assortment of profound information [13]. The interplay of
technology, analysis and methodology challenges the use of big data [14]. It is essential to investigate
how well SMD can reflect the demands and opinions in the “real world” [15].

Also, despite concerns about personal privacy [16–18] and data ownership of social media
data [19], how to collect and use social media data in a proper manner relies on further understanding
the similarities and differences between social media data and small data from traditional collection
procedures including surveys. Big data and small data might just be complementary data sources
since they present their own strengths and weaknesses [20]. However, without comparing the research
results on the same subjects from distinct data sources, the strengths and weaknesses cannot be fully
revealed and understood. Hence, empirical studies focusing on comparisons are urgently needed to
fill the gap.

The goal of this paper is to use attractiveness as a medium to examine the strengths and
weaknesses of SMD and survey data in understanding park and open space design. Attractiveness has
been widely explored based on questionnaire surveys. In general, attractiveness can be considered
the capacity of the perceived scene or place to attract people’s attention and appreciation [21,22].
Two groups of studies were found to be precedents of attractiveness research: attractiveness as holistic
aspects and attractiveness as composite elements. The former views a place or landscape as a tourist
destination and tourism resource. Wu, Xu, & Qiu [23] argued that destination attractiveness refers to
the comprehensive aspect of a landscape, including landscape characteristics, infrastructure, services,
reputation and perceived temptation to visit a place. In addition, attractiveness also includes facilities,
transportation, costs, products and culture [24–27].

The opposing opinion from landscape research regarded landscape as a collection of attractive
components. Many scholars conclude that the physical components of landscape are essential, such
as planting [28,29], water [30,31] and terrains [32]. Others infer that participatory activities are
critical, including activity characteristics, activity demands and factors influential to behaviors [33–35].
Beyond physical factors, some research suggests that personal characteristics and knowledge and
familiarity with study sites all affect the evaluation of landscape attractiveness [36–38].

www.webo.com
weixin.qq.com
www.dianping.com
www.mafengwo.cn
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Our study utilizes both social media data and survey data to compare their roles in revealing the
attractiveness of the Beijing Olympic Forest Park, the largest urban park in Beijing. Three research
questions are primarily addressed:

• What are the most important landscape features and categories that affect the attractiveness of
Beijing Olympic Green, based on social media data and traditional survey data respectively?

• What are the similarities and differences of the results? And why do the differences occur?
• Is there a framework to better utilize the strength of two different data sources?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Situated at the northern end of the central historical axis of the city, Beijing Olympic Forest Park is
the biggest urban park in Beijing, covering an area of 680 ha (Figure 1). As one of the major projects for
the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, the park design aimed to bridge traditional Chinese landscape arts
with contemporary ecological design for a sustainable environment and a multifunctional public park.
Culture, ecology and recreation were three key design emphases. A series of themed attractions were
designed to carry cultural and historical metaphors, such as Yangshan (Mount Yang), Aohai (Abstruse
Sea), the dragon-shaped water system, Tianjing (Haven Environment), Tianyuan (Environment of
Superiority) and Linquangaozhi (Terraced Water Symbolizing Forest and Spring).

Ecology and public recreation are encouraged throughout the park to merge people into the
midst of nature while preserving nature. A series of service facilities and gathering places exist in the
southern portion of the park, including a mountain terrace, artificial wetlands, large water areas, an
amphitheater, lawns, jogging trails, camping sites and educational facilities. Landscape experiences are
designed to be diverse in this area. The north park is a natural preserve that gives priority to ecological
protection and ecological restoration. The regional ecosystems and habitats are regenerated there by
creating a gentle sloping terrain, planting selected local species and limiting social disturbance by
making few service facilities available. Most social activities of the north park are set at its periphery
along main roads. As a major city open space, the park also engages numerous SMD inputs, which are
currently available to researchers.
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2.2. Research Framework

In order to compare the similarities and differences between SMD and survey data, this study was
conducted in three steps: data extraction, keyword extraction and keyword prioritization (Figure 2).
First, we explored text responses from SMD using content analysis methods to better understand
landscape attractiveness of Beijing Olympic Forest Park. Secondly, questionnaires were distributed
during site visits.
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Figure 2. Comparison of research framework.

2.3. Data Collection

2.3.1. SMD Procedure

Two popular social media platforms in China were selected for the extraction of SMD
about Beijing Olympic Forest Park: Dazhongdianping (http://www.dianping.com) and Mafengwo
(http://www.mafengwo.cn). Compared with other SMD platforms, these two sites provide
opportunities to input long posts. Founded in April 2003 in Shanghai, Dazhongdianping is a website
providing independent consumer reviews on local services as well as O2O (online to offline) platform
across China. The platform self-reported that as of the third quarter of 2015, it had more than
200 million monthly active users, presented over 100 million user-generated reviews and covered
more than 20 million local businesses and sites. Dazhongdianping’s mobile applications have more
than 250 million accumulated unique users [39]. Mafengwo was founded in 2006 and focuses on
covering information on tourist destinations, which gradually became the leading platform in China
for information exchanges of recreation while providing online guided trip and lodging reservations
in China. As of February of 2015, Mafengwo had more than 60 million monthly active users, 80% of
whom are mobile users [40].

This study used an auto-operation order for a web crawler to collect data from Dazhongdianping
and Mafengwo. A total of 5440 posts, covering online comments on Beijing Olympic Forest Park,
from April 2013 to October 2015, were extracted for this research. Typical verbal descriptions are
shown in Table 1, which transforms user names into user IDs to avoid any intrusion of individual
privacy. Our study focused on understanding the attractiveness of Beijing Olympic Forest Park for
everyday uses. As SMD included geo-located information, by identifying the locations of SMD, our
study excluded all posts outside of Beijing as tourist sight-seeing data.

http://www.dianping.com
http://www.mafengwo.cn
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Table 1. Verbal description examples on social media.

User IDs Verbal Descriptions (Translated from Chinese) Location

1 Very good park, my favorites are runway and big fishes, ha
ha. I come here every day. Chaoyang District, Beijing

2 The park is full of beautiful colors and pleasant fragrance.
There is a wetland with . . . Haidian District, Beijing

3 The cosmos and sunflowers in summer attract lots of people.
The park is a paradise for . . . Haidian District, Beijing

4 A big oxygen bar. I would play with my baby in the park
when I have free time. Chaoyang District, Beijing

5 Good environment! Many people come here in the evening.
I like boating in the lake. It’s . . . Chaoyang District, Beijing

6 Just so-so. As a scenic spot, it is a little boring. Noting works. Shandong Province (excluded)

7 Few people in the park. Last Sunday, I had a tour in the park
with my wife. Hebei Province (excluded)

8 It was built for Beijing Olympic Game, located near the
Bird’s Nest and . . . Chaoyang District, Beijing

9 Such a beautiful place! But I couldn’t take my dog here.
When I first come to park with . . . Chaoyang District, Beijing

10 We had a class activity there. We stayed in the north park,
there were many cosmos . . . Xicheng District, Beijing

2.3.2. Survey Procedure

Two surveys were conducted for our study: one preliminary survey and one main survey.
The preliminary survey (30 on site and 30 on website) was completed with semi-open questionnaires
including a list of at least 20 attractive items in Beijing Forest Olympic Park and personal background
information. The goal of the preliminary survey was to identify those keywords/items that were most
important for assessing landscape attractiveness of Beijing Forest Olympic Park.

The top 50 most referred-to attractive items identified from the preliminary survey were then
used to formulate the detailed questionnaires in our main survey. The question stated, “Here are some
features in the Beijing Olympic Park, please rate their attractiveness to you.” Considering most of the
SMD analysis is based on texts, the evaluation scale remains minimal in order to be comparative to
SMD without any intent for complicated statistical analyses. Participants were asked to rate each item
into one of the three categories: attractive, average or not attractive. Two pre-requirements were set
for the questionnaire respondents: (1) They must be Beijing residents who have at least visited the
park twice; (2) the age range was from 19 to 35. This age group was understood to be representative of
social media users in China (about 80%) [41]. we use Surveymonkey (Surveymonkey, San Mateo, CA,
USA, https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/sample-size-calculator/) to calculate our sample size
based on following numbers, population size being 200,000,0, confidence Level 90% and margin of
error 5%. The calculated sample size is 269. There were 287 questionnaires collected from 10 April to
15 April in 2016, with 243 usable remaining after removing questionnaires from the same IP or those
that originated outside Beijing.

2.4. Keyword Extraction

Content analysis was applied to both SMD and survey data in extracting keywords (and also
during partial keyword prioritizing), though different techniques were explored for the two different
data sources. Content analysis was a common method applied in literature research, which has been
used in information science and later was widely promoted in social science. In this study, textual
information from SMD and survey data (preliminary survey information) are considered as literature
materials ready to be analyzed in terms of their content.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/sample-size-calculator/
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2.4.1. SMD-Based Keyword Extraction

SMD-based keyword extraction starts with the selection of positive texts, given that positive
moods are considered fundamental information in acknowledging and inferring landscape
attractiveness. This research selects positive text including words like “happy”, “comfortable”, and
“beautiful”. Texts with negative emotive responses are excluded, such as “just so-so”, “boring”,
“nothing to see”, or other neutral language. Table 2 demonstrates examples of positive, negative and
neutral language identified in the study. The total amount of positive texts numbered 3052.

Table 2. Examples of positive, negative and neutral texts.

Text Features Motion Key Words (Translated from Chinese) Example (Translated from Chinese)

Positive text
Comfortable, beautiful, happy

• Very good park, my favorite things in park are
runway and big fishes, ha ha.

• The park is full of beautiful colors and pleasant
fragrance. There is a wetland with
underwater corridor.

Bravo, had a good time, enjoy
Fresh, nice place, relax . . .

Negative text Just so so, boring, nothing to see, ordinary, no
features, desolation, too much in sun . . .

• There is no difference with other
ordinary parks.

• As a scenic spot, it is a little boring.
Nothing works.

Neutral text -

• Go to the park with friends on Saturday, there
are many people running.

• It was built for welcoming Beijing Olympic
Games, located near the Bird’s Nest and the
Water Cube.

Keywords were extracted from those positive texts by selecting nouns or verbs that recurred
frequently. The top 50 most frequently recurring keywords were identified as key elements contributing
to park users’ sentimental responses in terms of the landscape attractiveness of Beijing Forest Olympic
Park. In the analysis process, we realized that there were some hierarchical relationships among
various keywords—for instance some were about physical activities in general but others referred
to more detailed information about running and playing. We then construct a hierarchical structure
for landscape attractiveness assessment based on manual interpretation and categorization of the
top 50 keywords. Table 3 demonstrates the exemplary linkages of textual descriptions to extracted
attractive factors and elements.

Table 3. Extract attractive elements and factors from texts.

Text Example Attractive Elements Attractive Factors

Very good park, my favorite things in park are runway
and the big fish, haha. Every time, I will play for a long

time. I really like it.

Runway Physical activities
Big fish Water

Play Recreational activities

The park is full of beautiful colors and pleasant
fragrance. There is a wetland with underwater corridor.

The most important thing is free of charge.

Colors Plants
Fragrance Plants

Underwater Water
Wetland Wetlands

Free of charge Consumption costs

The cosmos and sunflowers in summer attracts lots of
people. Park is a paradise for many runners, if you love

running, you must like the park.

Cosmos Plants
Sunflower Plants
Running Physical activities

2.4.2. Keyword Exaction from Survey Data

Our preliminary survey generated keywords directly when participants responded by listing
attractive items in Beijing Olympic Park. Similar to SMD, in survey data, the top 50 keywords
that recurred more than five times by our 60 participants were extracted. These were primarily
verbs and nouns describing park characteristics and activities. These key words were then
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categorized into attractive factors and elements based on our hierarchical structure for landscape
attractiveness assessment.

2.5. Keyword Prioritization

As keywords have been categorized into attractive factors and attractive elements, the keyword
prioritization process focuses more on the comparison of attractive factors to generate fundamental
similarities and differences in a broader category while avoiding endless listing of different elements.
The attractive factors are examined for both their relative importance as well as various “importance
clusters”. As there are over 30 elements examined in this study, attractive elements were only examined
based on word frequency, a method which has been frequently used in tourism evaluation texts to
analyze tourist destination image perception [34,42,43]. The frequency of words represents a tourists’
interests or focus. Similarly, this study analyses word frequency to structure recurring attractive
elements, inferring their relative importance. Frequency statistics in COMROST software are explored
for SMD and frequency analysis in SPSS is used for survey data.

2.5.1. Factor Prioritization Based on SMD

The attractive factors generated from SMD were further analyzed to prioritize their importance
and their relationships based on degree centricity analysis in UNICET software and cluster analysis
in SPSS.

Degree centricity is a method of measuring the importance of a node in a complex network, which
focuses on the relationship between high frequency words. Zhong [44] has applied this method to
reveal tourism destination structures. The framework of landscape attractiveness in a park is not a
simple supposition but involves complicated interactions among different factors. The study adopts
the concept of degree centricity in network analysis to reflect the importance of various factors in
the network. Analysis shows that some factors with high frequency are not important if they are not
in contact with the others. To achieve the degree centricity of attractive factors, the following steps
were executed: first, organizing the attractiveness factors in texts; second, arranging and counting
the factors that have relationship by Bibexcle; third, converting into a relationship matrix of factors;
and fourth, obtaining the degree centricity value and generating attractiveness structure by UNICET.
After demonstrating the relative importance of different factors from degree centricity analysis, cluster
analysis is then executed to classify attractive factors into three levels: core attractive, important
attractive and marginal attractive.

2.5.2. Factor Prioritization Based on Survey Data

Data from questionnaire surveys were analyzed using SPSS 19.0. The relative importance of
different factors was analyzed by mean ratings based on the questionnaire inquiries which requested
three-scales responses to different factors: attractive, average, or not attractive. Next, cluster analysis
was again executed for questionnaire data to classify attractive factors into three levels: core attractive,
important attractive and marginal attractive.

3. Results

Our study results indicate that Beijing Olympic Forest Park attracts visitors both from Beijing
and from outside the city. Based on SMD, 77.8% of online texts (5440) were from Beijing residents and
most of them were from the Chaoyang District and Haidian District (Figure 3), areas immediately
adjacent to the park. Since this study only focuses on understanding landscape attractiveness based
on everyday uses rather than sightseeing, only posts from Beijing residents were further explored
and questionnaires were also only distributed to Beijing residents. As there is minimal background
information available from SMD, we did not analyze the influence of personal characteristics to
attractive assessment in the survey procedure.
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Figure 3. Beijing Olympic Forest Park visitors from different districts of Beijing (in percentage).

3.1. Similarities between SMD and Survey Data

Our study reveals some similar results in both keyword extraction and keyword prioritization for
assessing landscape attractiveness based on SMD and survey data. Keyword extraction resulted in a
list of 50 keywords that were essentially the same except for a few minor differences—for instance
walk vs. walking, fish vs. fishing. In SMD analysis, we selected factors with an eigenvalue centricity
higher than 0.1 considering their networked influences on the sentimental feeling people have toward
the park. In analyzing the questionnaires, the top 50 most frequently-mentioned keywords are
listed. The content and characteristics of these keywords were immensely similar from both analyses.
These keywords were then classified into a hierarchical structure. As shown in Table 4, the external
components mainly regarded cost (consumption and time cost) and surrounding attractions, while
internal components included atmosphere, landscaping, facilities and activities. Time cost means the
time the visitors spent on the way from home to the park, which suggests the accessibility of the park.
For the 6 attractive components, 15 factors were found to be important: 5 for landscaping (plants,
water elements, mountain elements, wetlands and artificial elements), 4 for facilities (physical facilities,
recreational facilities and transportation within the park), 2 for activities (physical and recreational),
2 for atmosphere (natural and cultural) and 2 for costs (consumption cost and time cost) and 1 for
surroundings. Detailed elements for those factors are also identified. The study reveals a hierarchical
structure of landscape attractiveness for public parks.

Keyword prioritization also demonstrates many similar results in the analysis of SMD and
conventional surveys (Tables 5 and 6). Based on frequency and cluster analysis, the natural atmosphere
and plants inside were the core attractive factors. Water, recreational activities and cost were also
considered important. Facilities, artificial landscaping, grassy mounds and cultural atmosphere held
the least attractiveness.
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Table 4. Attractive components and attractive factors from keyword extraction.

Landscape Attractiveness Attractive Components Attractive Factors Detailed Elements

Internal

Landscape

Water Sunflower, grass, cosmos, Aohai,
Yangshan, fountain, wetland,

trees, forests, sculpture

Mountain
Plants

Artifact

Facilities

Physical facilities
Runway, children’s recreation

facilities, bike, battery car, boats
Recreational facilities

Transportation facilities
Facilities inside

Activities
Physical activities Running, riding, boating,

camping, exercising, fishingRecreational activities

Atmosphere Natural atmosphere Beautiful, comfortable, natural,
ecology, sport, spiritCultural atmosphere

External

Cost
Consumption cost Free of charge, subway access to

the south gateTime cost

Surroundings Tourism hotspots The Bird’s Nest, the Water Cube,
the tower, museum

Table 5. Keyword prioritization from SMD and conventional surveys.

Attractive Factors Eigenvalue Centricity Rank Frequency Statistics Rank

Natural atmosphere 0.338 1 370 1
Plant 0.332 2 354 2
Water 0.329 3 139 7

Consumption cost 0.312 4 180 5
Physical activities 0.307 5 328 3

Recreation activities 0.306 6 245 4
Time cost 0.287 7 119 8

Physical facilities 0.287 8 93 9
Surroundings 0.28 9 177 6

Wetland 0.231 10 45 12
Cultural atmosphere 0.165 11 47 11
Artificial landscape 0.138 12 43 14

Mountain 0.138 13 52 10
Transportation inside 0.103 14 44 13
Recreational facilities 0.1 15 11 15

Involvement and exploration in affordable ranges are also essential for park users. In this study,
activities, costs and water were consistently expressed as desirable factors. Considering most water
landscapes in the park are associated with fish feeding, boat paddling and natural observation activities,
it is obvious that explorative and useable factors are more attractive to park users. The attractiveness
of activities revealed from the study demonstrates the success of the original design in achieving a
multifunctional public park.

In addition, the study reveals that cultural expressions in the original design were not well received
by park users. As one of the major projects of the Beijing Olympic Games, the park is endowed with
cultural content in design, such as “the harmony between human and nature”, “the axis to nature”, and
the “dragon-shaped water system”. These elements seem to enrich the cultural connotation of the design
but according to this study, they were not perceivable by the public. SMD analysis reveals few comments
about the cultural atmosphere of the park. Likewise, in the survey, users did not consider the cultural
atmosphere as an appealing factor in their decision to visit. Cultural atmosphere was the least attractive
element in decision-making according to both the SMD and surveys. Many specifically-designed
landscape elements are seldom mentioned in either the SMD and survey data, especially those with
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cultural connotation, such as Tianjing (Heaven Environment), Tianyuan (Environment of Superiority)
and Linquangaozhi (Terraced Water Symbolizing Forest and Spring).

Table 6. Keyword prioritization from SMD and conventional surveys. In both cases, users were
extremely impressed by the overall natural atmosphere of the Beijing Olympic Forest Park. In texts on
social media, users typically described the atmosphere of the park initially as “pure and fresh,” “good
environment,” or “forest oxygen bar,” and then proceeded to express interest in related phenomena.
Thus, it can be surmised that the ecological goal of the original design is well perceived by the public.

Attractive Levels From SMD From Survey

First class (core attractive factors)
Natural atmosphere Consumption cost

Plants Natural atmosphere
Physical activities Plants

Second class (fair attractive factors)

Water Time cost
Consumption cost Water

Recreational activities Wetland
Surroundings Physical activities

Time cost Recreational activities

Third class (marginal attractive factors)

Physical facilities Physical facilities
Transportation inside Transportation inside
Recreational facilities Recreational facilities

Wetland Artificial landscape
Artificial landscape Mountain

Mountain Surroundings
Cultural atmosphere Cultural atmosphere

3.2. Differences between SMD and Survey Data

Beyond the many similarities, there are some different results demonstrated in our study. There are
three factors with noticeable disparity in attractiveness between the two methods, including costs,
surroundings and physical activities (Table 6).

3.2.1. Key Differences in Attractive Factors

Costs

In the questionnaire, the appeal of cost factors (consumption cost and time cost) to visitors was
promoted with greater importance. The time cost suggests the importance of accessibility in the
attractiveness of parks [45]. Consumption cost was the foremost attractiveness element with time cost
elements also becoming more important than physical activities in the second class of fair attractive
factors based on the surveys. Though cost elements are both located in the second class from the results
of SMD, it is obvious that people prefer to share funny, strong-narrative and rich content to attract
the attention of others in social media. When mentioned alongside the park itself, information such
as tickets and traffic is considered less interesting or attractive than other information. So, it is these
“important but boring” factors are easy to ignore, leaving space for other interesting things which are
deliberately articulated further.

Surroundings

The rank of surrounding elements and physical activities declines greatly in the questionnaire
surveys. In SMD, surroundings such as the Bird’s Nest and the Water Cube were fairly important
attractiveness factors but tended to remain marginal in the survey. This might be caused by the
limitations of our analyses, as we considered text language with positive emotional inflection to be
associated with landscape attractiveness. It is possible that those famous surroundings are merely
mentioned as neutral position descriptors regardless of specific emotional response. Another reason
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for the ranking changes between the two data sources is that—like cost—social media users may
deliberately mention famous elements such as the Bird’s Nest and the Water Cube, which improve the
“attractiveness” of their blogs on website.

Physical Activities

While both data confirm the importance of physical activities in public parks [46], differences
exist. Even though physical activities are first class attractiveness features, they represent second tier
responses in questionnaires. Active and physical activities might be part of “showoff” behaviors in
social media but may not represent real attractive factors for people planning to visit a park.

3.2.2. Key Differences about Attractive Elements

Of the 41 attractive elements involved in the research, the four elements with the most distinctive
differences are discussed here.

Sunflowers vs. Lawn

Sunflowers are much more favorable in SMD than in the survey data (Figure 4). Within the
planting factor, lawn and sunflowers are the first two attractiveness elements, followed by ginkgo,
cosmos and reeds from both data sources. However, the sequence of lawn and sunflowers were
reversed in the survey data and SMD. Lawn was the most popular plant in surveys while the sunflower
was first in the SMD. Lawn in the Beijing Olympic Forest Park was frequently mentioned for daily
activities such as camping, soccer and children playing all year long. Sunflowers were seemingly more
eye-catching, though their blooming period is short lived. This can also be explained by the fact that
users tend to describe the most impressive experience or things in social network such as sunflowers
in the flower field but not their daily activities.
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Running vs. Walking

In SMD, both frequency statistics and degree centricity reveal the attractiveness of physical
activities as greater than recreational activities, specifically running activities. This is contrary to
evidence gleaned from surveys. In the surveys, more users participated in recreational activities than
in physical activities and walking was rated much higher than running. The results also confirmed
previous conclusions about portrayal of online persona and blog attractiveness. Compared with
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common activities, fashionable and popular running activities like marathons are specifically and
frequently recorded by social media users. However, when it comes to survey data, where daily
activities are better reflected, the common activities like walking, biking and sports are highlighted
(Figure 5).
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4. Discussion

Our findings generate multifaceted implications based on the analyses of SMD and conventional
survey data. The results directly provide design recommendations for public parks in China and work
as a pilot effort to compare the similarities and differences of SMD in landscape research.

4.1. Understanding the Similarity between SMD and Survey Data

The high degree of similarity of results drawn from SMD and survey data suggests that the
two overlapped greatly in reflecting the attractiveness of grant-size urban parks, such as the Beijing
Olympic Green, as assessed by daily users. The similarity between the two confirms the capacity and
great promise of SMD in assessing landscapes as there are large volumes of data available online which
implicitly demonstrate users’ attitudes and emotions. The value of SMD in landscape assessment
can go far beyond attractiveness as texts and images represent a wide variety of social factors such
as aesthetics, security, social, health and satisfaction, as suggested by the concept of social sensing in
analogue to remote sensing for the purpose of capturing human factors [47].

Both data sources endorsed attractiveness theories, though our findings generated combined
results from both landscape and previous tourism research. The external factors identified from our
study are similar to those from tourism research [23,24,26] and the internal factors are in the same
vein as previous landscape research [28,29,31]. This suggests that large parks are considered both
destinations and enjoyable places. Design strategies to enhance the attractiveness of large parks should
embark upon both external and internal features.

Natural elements, such as water and plants, are the major draws for everyday uses. In a big city,
people come to the parks mainly because of the natural atmosphere and the activities they can perform.
The importance of naturalness to attractiveness has been suggested by many previous studies [48,49],
though Gobster [50] and Williams and Cary [51] reported no clear relationship and even found negative
relationships between naturalness and attractiveness. The context of a high-density city suggested a
need for naturalness to balance the artificial landscape to be more attractive.
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Two reasons can be tracked for the lower ranking of these elements. First, intangible elements
tend to be less attractive. Cultural metaphors that inspired the designs and won the design competition
were not reported as attractive, because these ideas were not converted to site-scale environments that
could enrich human experiences. People either think cultural elements are not as important as their
immersive experiences in the natural atmosphere, or these elements are not perceived as important by
park users.

Second, artificial elements are less likely to be considered attractive. These include not only
structures and facilities but also artificial programs that use natural elements, such as artificial
waterfalls and flower beds. Artificial elements necessitate big financial inputs to build initially and
required frequent maintenance. The relative low attractiveness and high inputs may inform park
decision-makers about such programs. For a big urban park where citizens may spend longer hours,
attractiveness is more associated with specific experiences and activities. Cultural metaphors may
still be important in the design process. However, they can be more attractive to citizens if converted
into usable spaces. Future park renovation can better represent Chinese culture by adding more
tangible components such as theatrical plays, music concerts and culturally relevant activities in open
air spaces.

4.2. Understanding the Disparity between SMD and Survey Data

While many scholars suggest the merits of emerging SMD, especially the availability of huge
volumes of samples, this study provides a detailed multifaceted view of SMD and survey data on the
same study subject—attractiveness. While recognizing SMD can serve as a suitable source as well as
an efficient process for landscape social evaluation in much the same way as other data sources [15],
we may also see limits based on the disparities. Table 7 summarizes fundamental differences between
SMD and conventional survey data as identified by our study and others. Surveys can be considered a
small data source as sampling size must exceed 1000 unique data points to be considered large. SMD
can easily provide volumes of data exceeding 10,000 data points. However, surveys may contain more
profound and detailed information, while SMD has much lower information resolution and highly
redundancy. If future “deep learning” can solve the technology, analysis and methodology challenges
of using big data [14], two intrinsic characters of SMD that may convey conflicting demands and
opinions in the “real world” [15] desire further attention.

Table 7. Comparative strength and weakness of SMD and survey in landscape assessment.

Comparative Items SMD Survey

Data amount Large Small
Data structure Unstructured Structured
Data coverage Geographical and demographic bias Can be purposely sampled

Data cost Free Expensive
Respondents Inherently linked Can be purposely sampled

Data gathering Volunteered data Forced responses
Data content Thin data with low information Thick data
Data focus Event-oriented or exciting information Both exciting and everyday information

Generation Process Emotional Rational
Data interpretation Relatively difficult Relatively easy

First, SMD is selective data associated with the social media users’ emotions and pride.
The massive volume of sampling size of SMD does not change the fact of this data source’s selective
generation mechanism. Social media users prefer to input information that is more likely to be read
by friends and web viewers. Hence, SMD partially reflects the essence of the phenomenon it records
and should never be deemed as a perfect data source. In this study, the fact that that sunflowers were
reported with higher attractiveness than lawn from SMD suggests that people might like to share
more exciting scenery. Though lawns are suggested as of higher attractiveness from survey data, these
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“normal” scenes may not stimulate the social media users to mention them in their posts. For the same
reason, the activity of running, extracted from SMD, is evaluated as a more attractive factor; while the
survey data suggests that walking is a more attractive activity in the park. In this selective process, the
true fact of attractiveness is represented by the excitement of particular programs.

At the same time, the emotionally selective process of SMD may conceal important information.
In this study, survey participants reported that free admission was a highly attractive factor for a park
visit. However, it is barely mentioned in SMD, because it might be considered a little disgraceful to
mention free admission as part of communicated information. The degree of excitement constitutes a
filter for social media users to unconsciously select from their experiences and put up a post. Hence, more
commonly used factors can be underrated when SMD data is extracted and analyzed. The emotional
selection process through social media can induce an exaggerated and aggregated bias of SMD.

Second, SMD is unstructured and volunteered data. Compared with a participant who takes a
questionnaire survey, the generation process of SMD lacks a method for comparison and reasoning
process. The SMD is extracted from the posts freely uploaded by social media users. When posting the
information, they do not necessarily compare one activity or program with others.

By contrast, in an organized and categorized formatting, survey participants are always asked
to compare and synthesize the given items. For example, in evaluating the attractiveness of running
and walking, survey participants realize that walking is an activity more frequently participated in
than running, when the questionnaire presents the two items simultaneously. Nevertheless, without
a comparison framework provided by the survey, social media users are more likely to create posts
about running, which better shows off a healthier life style. In this sense, the appearance of terms
in SMD is “isolated” from other terms, because they are not purposefully compared and weighted.
When SMD is used as a data source, for example, the importance of running becomes meaningful
by itself. In the analysis process, the factors of different “isolated meanings” are forced to be rated
equally attractive when frequency is defined to represent attractiveness. Social meanings of SMD are
always inferred.

When used in social perception research, SMD is a data source that can be extracted rather than
collected. Unlike survey, observation and experiment data, researchers cannot predetermine the format,
amount and richness of the data source. SMD features the large sampling size, the ease of acquiring
data and no need for interaction with human subjects, all of which suggests the efficiency of acquiring
data. However, disregarding the generation mechanisms and the resultant limits can lead to bias, or
even errors, which could be risky when trying to draw reliable conclusions. Since SMD is passive, the
researcher cannot alter the method of acquiring SMD. Better understanding of their generation process
and the research assumptions about the appropriateness of SMD are urgently needed [52]. On the
other hand, given its thinness in meaning, thickness in number and lack of control from researchers,
SMD can still provide high numbers of profiles of phenomenon, which broadens the scope of other
data sources.

4.3. A Combined Evaluation Method

This study investigates characters of SMD as used for academic research. While fully recognizing
the opportunities SMD brings out in understanding social phenomena with massive amounts of data,
we reconciled possible limits of SMD by analyzing the disparities between results from SMD and
survey data. It is worth noting that, despite all these instinct limits of SMD, there are many similarities
between the findings from SMD and survey data, particularly in identifying keywords.

Inspired by the framework to integrate crowd-sourcing data in urban planning [53], this study
recommends a landscape assessment framework that combines data sources in places with abundant
SMD based upon the strength and weakness of SMD and survey data. This would enable the researcher
to: (1) Utilize information from SMD to identify keywords; (2) Build up an assessment structure
based on keywords from SMD; (3) Conduct basic landscape assessment based on SMD; (4) Apply
conventional surveys for supplementary and detailed information, particularly regarding prosaic yet
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important factors. Using appropriate techniques, the ease and cost-effective characteristics of SMD
can offer relevant and useful information quickly. Supplementing this with a time-consuming survey
would solve the lower information resolution, questionable reliability and data dependency of SMD.
Both SMD and surveys are suitable and non-replaceable data sources that can offer different user
perspectives, yet provide complementary information.

It is also worth mentioning that this article compared the two data sources based on a population
aged 19–35. This group constitutes the major users of social media in China. In the combined evaluation
method, the lack of any other population in SMD cannot be compensated for even by a traditional
survey. Whenever this type of combined evaluation method is used, the limited representativeness of
SMD in terms of user population should be noticed.

4.4. Future Research

Though our research is carefully designed, the conclusions are still subject to some limitations
that merit further research attention. The first challenge is the selection of appropriate coverage of
social media including better representation of stakeholders and primary issues [15]. This study only
investigates available and accessible social media networks. There are other social networks, such as
Sina blog, not used in this research due to technical challenges in retrieving related data. In the future,
comparative studies of SMD from different sources are urgently needed.

Second, the methodology used in analyzing SMD may also need to be further refined. This study
assumes texts with positive emotional inflections are indicators of attractiveness, which might be
true most of the time, with some biases due to the unlabeled features of SMD. For instance, the
area surrounding Bird’s Nest and the Water Cube are mentioned frequently and their mentions are
associated with a positive mood. Yet it is difficult to tell whether people mention them because they are
attractive or simply use them as a location reference. A stronger unsupervised selection technique is
needed to analyze these unlabeled, unstructured and inherently linked datasets online [54]. This study
focuses on positive feedbacks only, yet negative responses may provide much more instructive
information about on-site problems, users’ unsatisfied desires and thus outline needed changes in
renovation or restoration. Negative emotions and descriptions deserve more scrutiny in future research.

Last but not least, due to the challenge of extracting data, only textual data is used in this study.
Some may argue that visual information is more representative in recording the perceptions of social
media users. And, visual information suggests not only the program names but also the means, angles
and the way they are used. Therefore, more advanced extraction tools need to be developed in the
future to satisfy this need.

5. Conclusions

This study confirms the capacity of SMD in landscape assessment, using the attractiveness of
Beijing Olympic Park as an example. SMD shows great promise in assessing landscapes as there are
large volumes of data available online which implicitly demonstrate users’ attitudes and emotions
using text. By comparing SMD and survey data, our study produced three significant results. First, it
confirms attractiveness theories. By analyzing two distinct sets of data, this study expands the
attractiveness of large urban parks to both internal and external features and also to the unique cultural
context of China.

Second, this study investigates the quality and limits of SMD for academic research by comparing
it with survey data. It is recognized that SMD is emotionally selective data with no structure as
compared to rationally structured data from the survey. These characters are not altered when the
thickness of SMD increases. When using these data, researchers should be aware of the limits and
biases. Also, future researchers may seek to quantify the characteristics of SMD data.

Third, a combined research method is developed using both data sources. While understanding
the strength and weakness of both methods, a more comprehensive understanding can be generated
by utilizing the strength of two data sources. Online data may prove favorable owing to the quantity
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of data available and cost-effectiveness of its procurement. Yet scholars need to treat the application of
social media data in landscape study rationally and cautiously. Both social media data and survey
data are suitable and non-replaceable data sources that can offer unique yet complementary points
and perspectives of information.
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